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Students under arrest after demonstration, April 1970. Students participated in a series of demonstrations to protest the college not renewing the contracts of three faculty members. #prot01.
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March to End the War in Vietnam, 1969, from the Centennial Image Collection, photograph by Dan Dervin.
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This button refers to a statement made by Spiro Agnew about anti-war protesters he called "an effete corps of impudent snobs who characterize themselves as intellectuals."
Visual Studies Collection, CC BY.
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R-MC students were among the many demonstrators marching in solidarity for women's rights at Rally for Life 1990 in Washington, D.C.
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Civil rights leaders Martin Luther King, Jr. and Coretta Scott King, Walter E. Fauntroy, Dr. Thomas Henderson, Senator Jacob Javits, Senator Paul Douglas, and Ralph D. Abernathy at Virginia Union University, September 1963. Photograph by Scott L. Henderson, Records of University Public Relations.
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Sketch for Loudoun County Citizens for Nuclear Disarmament Banner Design drawn by artist Dagmar Wilson.
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